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In this issue…
Bob Dell’Oliver and Deb Longley had been looking for land for some time. They’d given up finding
something with a building on it. When they came across the land The Nature Conservancy offered along the
San Pedro, they were looking at an aerial view photo. In a far corner, Deb noticed a tiny square. It didn’t
take her long to realize that it was some sort of habitation. And so the amazing metamorphosis began.
This is the ‘House and Garden’ issue…Cascabel style! Spring gardens, Covid 19 pandemic responses and a
jumble of assorted things that have happened in the last 6 months.

River Camp 2020
By Deb Longley
Cascabel is a dot on a medium-sized
planet. River Camp, a speck on that.
It’s nothing, and it’s enormous.
Dinosaurs once walked this valley,
maybe even before it was a valley.
Barbara Clark moved here sometime
after that. She was the first soul we
met in the late winter
of 2015. She showed
us the well and a few
other things, and
somehow she was
happy with us, and
somehow we knew we
met somebody
important. A couple
of weeks after that
first meeting, she met

with us again to discuss what was and
was not permitted by the Nature
Conservancy regarding their
conservation easement on our land.
We sat down together in the front room
of our one hundred year-old adobe on
tiny wooden chairs we’ve had since our
kids were little. It
was a good
conversation, and
toward the end of it,
after telling a bit of
the history of this
place, Barbara’s eyes
glistened when she
said to us, this place
needs a healing.
Maybe she didn’t
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know how well that met its mark, how
perfectly stated and perfectly placed,
but we heard it and it still rings in our
ears with every thing we have done
here in the last five years, and every
thing we ever will do.
Because no one had lived here in many
years prior to our arrival, it was a place
of well worked out habits, trails, big
things eating small things and bigger
things eating them. The house was full
of shit, mostly rat, but other kinds also.
It smelled. The yard was a tangle of
mesquites and greythorn, bermuda and

mustard. The sun reflected off broken
glass everywhere, and aside from the
existence of the house and some
ancient fencing and corrals, a driveway
and a gate, it might have looked as
though no one had ever lived here at
all. Not a thing appeared to have been
planted intentionally, with a thought to
future enjoyment, although we did hear
once from someone who knew the place
that there had been an old pear tree on
the east side of the house that gave the
sweetest fruit. They didn’t know what
had become of it, but it was gone with

no apparent trace by the time we got
here.
It was no small wonder to enter here.
The feeling of being here, bringing
something that wasn’t here before, or
at least not for a long, long time, was
complicated, and we were acutely
aware of our own presence among the
company of animals and bugs that
called this place home before us. There
was that sense of wonder, of course.
And, we were intruders, but there was
no attempt by anyone to chase us out.
Instead we woke each morning to
tracks of at least a dozen different
creatures, sometimes more. The
driveway was a diary in footprints of
everyone who had visited us while we
slept. We came from the Santa Cruz
Mountains. California. We raised our
family in a redwood forest, half an hour
from Santa Cruz and the ocean. We
thought we knew something about
living in wilderness. We thought we
were prepared. But the world has quite
an imagination, and as vibrantly alive
as a redwood forest truly is, this desert
grabbed us by the collar and told us we
didn’t know shit. Watch thissss, it
hissed, it sang, it growled, it howled.
Watch this.
So we did, we started watching. We
watched gathering clouds turn into
thunderheads and we watched them
open and rain down on this place, and
every single creature knew what to do,
and we did, too, as it turned out. Frida
spontaneously took off her clothes and
laid down in the mud under pelting
rain looking up at the sky and laughed
like I hadn’t seen since she was a child.

Bob slunk off to the back of the
house until her exuberance faded,
and we all dried off and had a supper
of hot tomato soup on our first night
while we reflected on an afternoon in
which something happened that had
never happened to us before. We’ve
been here more than five years now,
watching and seeing (yes, there’s a
difference), and we have gotten used
to things happening that have never
happened to us before. This is the
desert, and it owns us now, just as
we were owned by the redwood trees,
and they by us.
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I Like the Dust
Bob Dell’Oliver

Maria Troutner remembers
I was too young to remember much
about “the Hernandez place” and the
family. The one memory I have is riding in
our family truck as we approached the
Hernandez home, to say hello and pay a
short visit with Victoria and her husband,
Francisco. Mrs. Hernandez was a tall, well
built woman with a distinctive & deep
sounding voice to match her stature. I
don’t recall Mr. Hernandez. They had 4
children: Ernesto, Estella, Ester and
Francisco. The family eventually moved
to Nogales where they established one of
the first Mexican restaurants in Nogales.
Their home – River Camp - appeared to
me, as a young child, to be HUGE and
modern looking. The home sat among a
thick grove of mesquite trees which
shaded the house entirely. Cascabel Rd,
at that time, was located immediately
next to their front yard…on the west
side. I mean right next to their front
gate! It was moved farther out because
of the huge washout that developed as
runoff emptied into the river.

A little more than five years ago Barbara Clark
located for newly-arrived Deb and me the water
valve for the as yet unfunctioning well serving our
old adobe 800 feet away. This involved some
digging, giving me to crack, I don’t want to die with
a shovel in my hand, to which Barbara replied, you
should be so lucky. She was right, because don’t we
all know that putting shovel to earth is one of the
main occupations of life out here in Cascabel?
That’s how it began for us.
From the very first this house has been benevolent to
us. Electricity to the well was unaccountably on, as
it was to the long abandoned house, and a new
bladder tank was all that was needed to push rustcolored water to the spigot near the front porch.
While replacing the old galvanized pipe with PVC (a
month-long process) I came to realize the dust
beneath my hands had something to teach, a process
that I’m still engaged with. And to our delight,
ripping the flimsy faux walnut paneling from the
walls revealed a superbly skilled plastering job
beneath; tearing the wretched acoustic tiles from the
ceiling exposed the original bead board; scraping up
the cheap linoleum tiles revealed a tongue-andgroove pine subfloor. Junking the electric furnace
and evaporative cooler left large holes where the

ductwork entered the ceiling, easily patched with
hand-pounded corrugated metal scraps. With the
exception of installing new wood-sash double-paned
windows and wide-plank hardwood flooring, all the
interior really needed was patching and painting.
These improvements also helped to evict the bats,
rats and mousies.

Toward making our home livable, we had much
help. Electricians from Tucson pulled all the old and
unsafe wiring and brought it up to code. We added a
kitchen with Foreman
help: Isaac and Elijah
on the roof, Elaina did
most of the interior
sheathing with
tongue-and-groove
bead board donated
by Anna Lands, Ralph
assisted with wiring and plumbing, Deb helped with
design and the painting, and a Tucson musician (a
shoestring relative) installed the handmade Mexican
encaustic floor tile.
It took more than
three years, but we
finally had running
water inside the
house, followed
shortly thereafter with
hot water running to a
tub and a sink.
Outside, Erik, Jesse
and the Foreman boys
gave us a new
corrugated roof,
Elaina and I built a

seven-sided ramada,
Joel excavated a catch
pond, David
engineered its feeder
sloughs (and a new
well), and Jesse did
the final tractor work.
Alex and Elijah
fenced out wayward
cattle, coyotes and
javelina from our
gardens and Enrique
and Elaina built a
masonry capellita (or adoratorio) in the summer of
2018 in an area we call the Triangle, which is now a
registered family cemetery, two years after we laid
our son in the ground there in June of 2016 under a
giant mesquite.
All these years Deb has been beautifying the
landscape with her relentless gardening projects--the
real improvements to our property, in my opinion.
We are, at last,
reasonably
comfortable,
and it only
took five
years! Deb
and I are being
educated by
this beautiful
land and
exceptional
community,
and it brings to
us a continued
sense of joy
and wonder. One day we’ll put down our shovels
and lay down next to our boy Ernie under his big
mesquite and rest.
Coda: My nose in the dirt has
also revealed artifacts left
behind by early occupants of
this land for me to ponder.
Not only the seemingly
infinite shards of broken glass
from the previous tenants,
long gone (yet most recent),
but horseshoes from Anglo

cowboys and older ones from the vaqueros
(Apaches?) are scattered about from the last century
or two. Potsherds from the Sobaipuri of the
centuries before and a deep-well metate from the
millennium before that testify to the antiquity of the
settlement of this land. The Paleoindians who left
their spear points near Naco ten thousand years ago
must also have passed their days here, too. The
human history in this dust is palpable, although you
have to sharpen your vision to see the material
remains. Someday the fruits of all our efforts here
will return, wiped away by time and wind, our adobe
walls will settle into the dirt they were made from
and become
as nearly
invisible to
our
descendants
as those of
our
antecedents
are to us.

Cascabel Spring Gardens
Up and Down the River

In the meantime, it’s been fun, and something to do.

Barbara Clark remembers
River Camp has long been occupied by
employees of whoever owned the land,
and it was part of various contiguous
property configurations. There is an old
cement drinker fairly near Cascabel Rd.
which has names from close to the turn of
last century. Dobsons purchased 3Links
farm and 3Links Ranch from Rex Ellsworth
in the 1980s.
The Barrios probably worked for Rex
Ellsworth, who also owned where Bob
Rogers lives. Sharon Barrios told me that
she’d lived in the River Camp with her
then husband. She later married Keny
Templeton, a musician and handyman who
lived on the river in the 1990s-first decade
of the 2000s. She helped Keny remodel the
3 old homes on Parcel 4 after TNC
purchased the 3LFarm from the Dobsons.

Woody’s
magical
gardens
sprung
from the
desert

Erik’s workshop: desert adapted plantings.

Dave Parsons’ wall of roses and his impressive resource yard. Just like Ralph’s Pretty Good Grocery, if Dave
doesn’t have it, you probably don’t need it!
Edie and Bill’s private courtyard , shade and sunlight as
you need it. Can you smell the Jasmine?

It has taken Alan and Annie many years to
create their desert paradise.

Donna and George’s desert
environment, celebration of
the SouthWest

Perfect use for an old cast iron chair that
couldn’t hold itself together.

Dorothy’s penstemon sunset and flower pot bouquet

And truly from
the desert’s
own garden:
Queen of the
Night.
Photo Tom Talbott

Harold’s Tree
Every spring Harold Elliott
would make a pilgrimage
with neighbors to the
Boise Arboretum. Shortly
before he left the river, he
made one last pass,
coming home with the
Desert Willow/Catalpa
cross: He passed the
seedlings out to several of
us. This is at Sue’s. She is
astonished at how well it
has grown.

Cascabel Community Center and
Commons 2020 News from the board
The Center does not host large group meetings
or potlucks these days, but it remains open for
small meetings (well under 10) for participants
using safe distancing and masks.
Disinfectant/paper towels are provided for use
on surfaces that have been used. Grocery
supplies, which have been donated by
community members, are available in the main
room and in the refrigerator and freezer.
Posted on the white board is a list of
cleaning/maintenance tasks that need to be
completed at the Center. Instead of holding our
usual annual Workparty, we are asking
community members to help this year by
performing their choice of task independently
(or with a buddy) and to just cross it off the list
when completed.

The Commons has a new entrance gate just
north of the old one. Please keep vehicular
travel on the lane to protect soil and ground
cover integrity. At the end of the lane, a large
rock cairn marks a non-motorized,
approximately mile long trail that loops south,
crosses the river to the
west floodplain
(heading north), crosses
the river again to the
east, and then south
back to the trail head.
The river channel
crossings are marked by
large rock cairns. A

small
rock
cairn on
the trail
just
south of
the start
of the
trail
marks a
short side trail to a picnic table set near some
cottonwoods by the river channel. Keep eyes
and ears open for rattlesnakes and flood flows
while you enjoy the scenery and wildlife. Take
some quiet time there.
Many community members donated time and
materials to improve and maintain the
Commons this year. Some
of the materials and labor
were paid for from funds
donated specifically for
the property. If you visit
the site and notice it
needs maintenance or if
you have questions,
please notify a board
member.

Community response to the Covid 19 pandemic… food
sharing, sewing masks for Benson hospital and for
ourselves, and yes, we were too close we later learned.

A memory from Michael Whitt
From my arrival in Cascabel, I have wanted to go back into
the Galiuro Mountains to look for birds. When I mentioned
this to Jim Corbett some years ago, he told me the story of a
goat walk he took there. At Holdout Spring, he met the son of
the sheriff killed there in 1918 trying to bring in the two
Power boys who had failed to report for military duty in 1918
when the U. S. entered WW I. Two deputies and the boys’
father were also killed. The boys were captured and
imprisoned for many years.
The sheriff and his family were there visiting the site of
his father’s death. I have often wondered what they thought
when they saw a man with a goat or two wandering in the
back country of the Galiuro Mountains.
For those
interested in the
lore of the
Galiuros, the book
is titled —
somewhat
grandiosely,
considering the
state’s gory past —
Arizona’s Deadliest
Gunfight Draft
Resistance and
Tragedy at the
Power Cabin 1918
The ongoing Bighorn June fire in the Santa
Catalinas…this is not a normal sunset.

Cascabel Community Center
Board of Directors:
Chairman

Barbara Clark

At large

Bob Evans

Treas.

Linda Haynes

Alan Wilkinson

Secretary

Felicia Wilson

Edie Cundiff

Librarian

Lisa Vogel

Valley View Sue Newman CCC email bulletin list serv Alan Wilkinson
Valley View Logo - Dave Shreeve and Barbara Clark
All photos in this issue by Susan Newman unless otherwise credited
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Month

Narrows

3-Links

Teran Basin

Jan ‘20
Feb ‘20
March ‘20
April ‘20
May ‘20

0.70
0.91
1.37
0.02
0.05

0.76
1.00
1.44
0
0

1.06
.76
1.09
.02
.04

Ytd total

3.05

3.20

2.97

Call: Janet or
Julie
for an
appointment
5411 N Teran Rd
Benson, AZ
85602
520-212-4737

Volunteers actively promoting conservation at
the watershed scale,
working through the challenges to our last
remaining natural desert river ecosystems.

LowerSanPedro.org

Snow moon … looking toward the Galiuros 2-9-20
Photo: George/Donna Bushno

Now taking orders for halves or quarters
www.saguaro-juniper.com/food/beef.html

Cascabel Happenings
The Cascabel Quilt this year: Sunrise

“Sunrise” is the theme for our Community Quilt
marking the 40th year of the Cascabel Christmas Fair.
th
Nasturtiums and rubies are symbols of the 40 .
Base square should measure 9”X9” Our creation(s)
could be literal or abstract. Any techniques or
materials are ok so long as the finished square is
machine washable. Please prewash your materials.
Because of The Virus there are no group gatherings
for fabric selection. Anna Lands, coordinator this year,
is willing to offer fabrics on a one on one basis. 2129853 or healing@rnsmte.com with questions.

During the Covid
virus quarantine, in
an effort to support
one of our small,
local restaurants, a
group of neighbors
have been ordering
meals from Mi Casa.
For 2 months, every
other week, one
person will drive in
to pick up the order.
The meal arrives still
warm and we gather
on Sue’s ‘lawn’ for
lunch or dinner,
safely spaced apart.

We have ordered as many as 12
meals. Our efforts have been
most appreciated by Andy and
Santa with their sons often
pitching in. Join us…we will
continue when they reopen in
August.

Saguaro Juniper weanlings are gathered and are off range now. The
entire herd is heading to irrigated pasture, letting the rangeland
grasses seed and recover during the monsoons.

San Pedro River pushback to the border wall…
Called Hands Across the River, a thousand
people gathered at the Hereford Bridge on
January 26th to protest the building of
Trump’s wall right through the river. A
significant number of Cascabel folks were
present. Person holding sign unknown.

The local
form of a
Cascabel
traffic
jam
MP 17
Photo:
George Bushno

